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ABSTRACT 

For decades plasma processing of materials on the nano-scale has been an underlying 
enabling technology for many 'planar' technologies, particularly virtually every aspect of 
modem electronics from integrated circuit fabrication with nano-scale elements to the 
newest generation of photovoltaics. However, it is only recent developments that suggest 
plasma processing can be used to make 'particulate' structures of value in fields 
including catalysis, drug delivery, imaging, higher energy density batteries and other 
forms ofenergy storage. In this review the development of the science and technology of 
one class of plasma production of particulates, Aerosol-Through-Plasma (A-T-P) is 
reviewed. Various plasma systems, particularly RF and microwave, have been used 
create nanoparticles of metals and ceramics, as well as supported metal catalysts. 
Gradually the complexity of the nanoparticles, and concomitantly their potential value, 
has increased. First, unique two layer particles were generated. These were post
processed to create unique three layer nano-scale particles. Also, the technique has been 
successfully employed to make other high value materials including carbon nanotubes, 
unsupported graphene, and spherical boron nitride. Some interesting plasma science has 
also emerged from efforts to characterize and map aerosol containing plasmas. For 
example, it is clear that even a very low concentration of particles dramatically changes 
plasma characteristics. Some have also argued that the local-thermodynamic-equilibrium 
approach is inappropriate to these systems. Instead, it has been suggested that charged 
species and neutral species models must be independently developed and allowed to 
'interact' only in generation terms. 

* to whom correspondence should be addressed 



INTRODUCTION 

Plasma processing is employed for a remarkable diversity of commercial materials. 

Clearly the most widespread use, and the one with the greatest economic impact, is the 

use of plasma 'etching' and thin film deposition in the creation of modem integrated 

circuits1
,2 • In fact, there is a long history of plasma deposition of films in virtually every 

aspect of electronic materials including transistors, resistors, capacitors, VLSI, displays, 

solar cells, etc.3
,4. Other economically significant applications include the creation of 

surface coatings with unique properties5
, and the use of plasmas to improve/modify 

properties of polymer films, particularly adhesion, and for medical application, sterilitl,7. 

Recently reviewed8 and of particular relevance to the present work are commercial 

applications, primarily surface modification, of atmospheric pressure plasmas. There is 

one area of atmospheric plasma application, not covered in that review: plasma particle 

production. Perhaps this reflects the fact that commercial applications of plasma created 

particulate materials are still 'emerging'. 

The present paper reviews plasma production of particulate materials, with an 

emphasis on the use of one particular technique: Aerosol-Through-Plasma (A-T -P). In 

this technique, precursors, which can be particles, liquids or even gases, are carried 

through a plasma region generally at, or near, atmospheric pressure. In the plasma region 

the precursors are transformed by the very high temperature/unique chemistry 

encountered. In most cases the residence time in the plasma region is very short, 

generally only a fraction of a second, yet unique processes take place in that short time 

because of two features of these plasmas: the extreme temperature (>3500 C), and the 

wide range of gas composition (e.g. exclusion of oxygen) that can be employed. The new 



particulate materials created in the high temperature region of the plasma next enter a 

chimney where very rapid cooling takes place. Finally, the particulates are captured 

downstream, generally on filter paper. 

Particulate materials of potential commercial importance created using the A-T-P 

method to date include nano-metal particles, micron sized metal particles of controlled 

size, nano-oxide particles, core-shell nanoparticles, spherical ceramic particles of 

controlled size, carbon nanotubes, spherical boron nitride, nano-oxides with two and even 

three cations, supported metal catalysts, carbon-graphite coated metal particles, hollow 

micron scale particles and graphene. More recently the products of this technique have 

been 'post-processed' to create unique, complex structures, such as tri-Iayer 

nanoparticles. 

A-T-P GENERATION OF PARTICULATE MATERIALS 

The primary intent of this essay is to demonstrate that the A-T-P method is a practical 

means to take advantage of the unique plasma environment for generating particulate 

materials of commercial value. In an effort to most effectively illustrate the present and 

near future utility of A-T -P for making valuable 'particles', much ofthe essay is divided 

into material categories. A secondary objective is to explain the unique environment of 

the plasmas most frequently used the A-T-P method. For this reason, the essay 

concludes with a section regarding the structure, both as determined experimentally and 

simulated, of microwave generated atmospheric plasmas. 



Simple Nano-Particles 

A proposed component of the 'nano' revolution in materials is the generation and 

application of nanoparticles, for which many applications have been proposed, some of 

the most recent and promising are for data storage, inks, and bio-imaging applications 

9,10,1l. Given the interest in generating a wide variety ofnanoparticles it is not surprising 

to find that there are numerous novel methods under development for the generation of 

nanoparticles including metal gas evaporation12
,13 metal evaporation in a flowing gas 

stream14
,15 mechanical attrition 16, ssputtering 17, electron beam evaporation 18, electron 

beam induced atomization of binary metal azides 19, expansion of metal vapor in a 

supersonic free jet 20, inverse micelle techniques 21, laser ablation22 
, laser-induced 

breakdown of organometallic compounds23
, and pyrolysis of organometallic 

compounds24
• 

Consistent with the emphasis on' nano', the earliest demonstrations of A-T-P 

technology were for the generation of nano particles. Even in the earliest work two 

advantages to the A-T-P method were demonstrated. First, 'reduced state' nanoparticles 

can be produced. Second, multi-species nano structures can be created. That is, since the 

process often 'atomizes' the precursors, the atoms from different precursors can 

recombine to form the final particles. 

The alternative methods have limitations that may impact the areas of use of A-T-P 

synthesis of nanoparticles. Although a thorough analysis is not possible in this format, it 

is interesting to reflect on the limits of alternative aerosol approaches. Flame synthesis 

25.26, is intrinsically limited as oxygen must be present. Even in the best controlled 



synthesis, a significant fraction of the particles are oxidized27 
• Moreover, in order to 

produce partially reduced particles, the precursors are generally dissolved in liquids, 

requiring that most of the energy input is employed in evaporation, clearly reducing the 

postulated 'energy efficiency' advantage of the flame synthesis method. More 

conventional aerosol synthesis of nanoparticles also requires the evaporation of liquid in 

order to leave a solid residue28
,29,3o. Moreover, neither technique can reach temperatures 

even approaching those found in plasmas. 

MacKinnon et al.31 ,32 were among the first to clearly use an 'A-T-P' system to 

prepare nanoparticles. The system contained many of the same elements found in all the 

early systems: high power RF, argon 'plasma gas', and gaseous precursor species (Figure 

1). An RF power of 28 kW was employed, and the desired product was nanoparticles of 

boron carbide. The feed gases were boron trichloride, methane and argon. The use of 

similar, atmospheric pressure, high power RF systems continued for some time. For 

example, about a decade later a group at Los Alamos National Lab used a similar, better 

cooled and sturdier system to generate SiC nano particles from gases (silane, methane 

and hydrogen). 

Other groups created more complex plasma systems to generate nanoceramic 

particles. Yoshida et aL 34 employed a complex 'hybrid' device, using both DC and RF 

power. The objective was to convert two gas precursors into 'ultra fine' silicon nitride 

powder. As shown in Figure 2, a plasma jet, containing the gas precursor SiCl4 in Ar, is 

generated with a DC power supply (ca. 5 kW) and that jet, with shield gas, is fed 

immediately to a section powered by an RF coil (4 Mhz, > 10 kW). The second reactive 

gas, NH3, is fed into the afterglow. The complexity of the device reflected the authors 



analysis of the fluid mechanics of plasma systems. They were persuaded by 

mathematical models, that only a device of this level of complexity would provide 

sufficient stability for particle production. (It is notable, given later discussion, that the 

plasma model they employed is a 'local thermodynamic equilibrium' (LTE) model. 

More recent work suggests this model does not adequately address the differences in 

temperature between charged and neutral species. See 'Characterization and Modeling' 

section below.) The powder generated was both nano (30-50 nm) and amorphous. A 

weak XRD spectra (not shown) of ShN4 was only observed after annealing, and 

presumably sintering, at over 1800 K. 

The first use of a simple microwave system is described by Chou and Phillips 35. Low 

power (200W) was used to create nanoparticles of iron, iron oxide and core shell 

particles, consisting of a core of iron and a shell of carbon. Particles were created from a 

precursor 'aerosol' stream of ferrocene vapor and a carrier gas (argon, oxygen or 

hydrogen). Mossbauer spectroscopy (MES) was used to determine the particle phase and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) the size distribution. The impact of two 

operating parameters was studied: injection point (upstream vs. downstream of the 

microwave coupler) and gas identity (oxygen, hydrogen or argon) (It is interesting to note 

that only a microwave system permits the use of a wide variety of gases at low power.). 

Other operating parameters such as power (200W) and total gas flow rate were kept 

constant. It was found that metallic iron formed in plasmas containing primarily 

hydrogen, and that iron oxide particles formed in dominantly oxygen or argon plasmas. 

Particle size and production rates were strongly influenced by the injection point. The 



smallest particles were formed via injection into the afterglow. MES clearly showed the 

particles made in primarily hydrogen plasmas were zero valent, but size and phase were 

difficult to determine because the MES spectra were 'relaxed' and the core/shell 

structure made TEM measurements problematic. The particles produced with hydrogen 

plasmas passed through the coupler were clearly larger, yielding unrelaxed MES spectra 

characteristic of 'larger' metallic iron (MES) particles, and readily measured using TEM 

(average diameter between 30 and 60 nm). It was also found that the production rate of 

nanoparticles was nearly an order of magnitude larger when the aerosol was sent through 

the entire plasma. 

The use of molecular precursors to create nanoparticles continues. For example, 
1~ 

Brenner et al~ generated monometallic iron and cobalt particles and bimetallic CoMo 

particles from molecular carbonyl precursors (e.g Fe(CO)5). A low pressure (60 torr) 

microwave system similar to that employed by Chou and Phillips 35 was used and 

precursor injection was always upstream of the plasma. They found that the particles 

generated by passage of 'aerosols' containing the carbonyl had a log normal distribution 

and a particle size less than 10 nm in all cases. There is some 'complexity' to the 

method as in all cases the metal is encapsulated by or supported by carbon structures. 

Still, they argue that the technique creates metallic nanoparticles as small or smaller than 

those produced using any other method (Figure 3). 

The first use of non-molecular precursors employed a high power RF plasma (ca. 10 

kW). Nano particles were generated by injecting micron sized iron particles through an 

atmospheric pressure, argon plasma. The afterglow 'chimney' was cooled using gas, and 

particles collected in a filter 37. The iron particles (phase not determined), generated 



using this method, appear to be spherical in shape. One feature reported repeatedly in 

later work is the influence of precursor flow rate. At the lowest flow rate employed, 

average particle radius was about 20 nm, but increased with flow rate. Indeed, increasing 

the iron particle concentration in the flow by a factor of about four, caused nearly a 15 

fold increase in average particle volume. 

In other early work high power (>10 kW) DC discharge was used to generate 

nanoparticles from gases injected downstream from the discharge region38
. Silicon 

nanoparticles (ca. 10 nm) were generated from silicon chloride (heated and purged) gas, 

carbon from methane and silicon carbide from co-injection of those two gases. An effort 

to model the distribution based on the assumption of complete atomization of the 

precursor species and popUlation balance approach was not entirely successful 38,39. For 

example, the model suggests a log normal distribution should be seen once the average 

particle reaches about 2 nm, whereas for carbon a monotonic decrease in concentration 

with increasing particle size was seen even in distributions in which the average particle 

size was clearly larger than 10 nm. This was one of the first indications of the possibility 

that nano particle formation in A-T-P systems may involve some unique mechanisms. 

Still, it is noteworthy that the proposed mechanism is unique to aerosol methods. 

The particle size distribution observed in a later study of nano-aluminum metal 

formation from micron metal particles in a microwave generated plasma (Figure 4) 

provided additional evidence of the need to reconsider the mechanism of nanopartic1e 

formation during A-T -P 40. The classic model of nucleation and agglomeration/growth 

by collision predicts log normal growth, and log normal distributions were not always 

observed4142
• Alternatively, models based on Ostwald Ripening, or even multiple 



mechanisms, suggest a distribution with a sharp cut-off at a maximum size 43. Once 

again, the 'mature' particle size distribution of nano-aluminum particles fit neither model. 

Consideration was given to the role surface charge might play in particle growth 44 as 

well as viscous drag. Indeed, in a microwave system, due to the far higher mobility of 

the electrons, all surfaces charge to a negative potential 45. Still, careful consideration 

suggested the effect of added repulsion and viscous drag on particle growth via 

agglomeration mechanisms would be minimal. 

Other aspects of nano-aluminum formation suggest unique capabilities for the A-T-P 

method. For example, in some operating conditions particles with 'tails' formed (Figure 

5). It was suggested that in this case, liquid metal 'broke out' during rapid freezing, 

leaving hollow particle heads. The generation of oxide particles, rather than metal 

particles, requires only a slight variation on the A-T-P method required to make metal 

particles. Specifically, the addition of a small amount of oxygen «5%) to the same flow 

stream that produced nano aluminum particles, results in the formation of nano aluminum 

oxide. Surprisingly, changes in operating parameters influence not only the size of the 

particles, but the phase of the oxide that forms 46. 

At this point in time, technology has advanced to the point that many of the techniques 

are sufficiently developed for commercialization. Indeed, new companies are forming 

and selling 'simple' nanoparticles generated using plasma technologies. Research work is 

now focused on creating more complex structures using plasma technology. 

Complex Nano-particles- The recent focus on nanotechnology brings with it the 

requirement of creating structures, including particle structures, of increasing complexity 



at the nanoscale. Much of the new work in 'complex nanoparticles' is application driven. 

For example, two layer shells, an inner shell of noble metal and an outer shell of silica, 

were developed for use in medical diagnostics 47. There are developing applications for 

the hollow nano metal shells (sans silica) alone, particularly drug delivery strategies48 
• 

For example, there are numerous methods available to create hollow carbon particles on 

the nanoscale49
,50,51. Other applications are in catalysis. Multi-layer, multi-functional, 

nano-scale 'supports' are in development 52. 

One of the best examples of the use of the A-T -P system to create complex 

nanoparticles is the production of nano-particles with a core of one ceramic, ceria, and a 

shell of different oxide, alumina 53. This structure (Figure 6) potentially has value as an 

'oxygen buffering' (ceria), but sinter resistant (alumina) support for 3-way catalytic 

converters 54,55. It is notable that flame synthesis has been employed to make similar 

core-shell ceramic nanoparticles 56. 

Particles were generated with a simple atmospheric pressure, low power «1 kW) 

microwave A-T-P system. Two gas streams flowed through the system (Figure 7). An 

outer gas (generally argon) is on the 'outside~ and a gas containing the aerosolized 

powder (generally a mixture of argon and oxygen) is carried to the center of the coupler 

in a small bore (3mm ID) alumina tube. The inner stream in some circumstances has a 

'jet' structure. 

Many precursor materials were tried, but the one that yielded particles consistently of 

the same structure, and at relatively high rates, was generated from a powder produced by 

evaporating all the liquid from a solution containing nitrates of cerium and aluminum. A 

key to the formation of the core/shell morphology was postulated to be the preferential 



migration of the smaller cation to the surface during oxidation. This process is consistent 

with known oxidation kinetics. Indeed, iron oxidizes via the diffusion of iron cations, not 

diffusion of oxygen in any form57
• The net result is the formation of a core of ceria and a 

shell of alumina. 

One surprising finding in this work was the existence of a dramatic bi-modal particle 

size distribution. In volumetric terms, it was generally found that micron particles (log 

normal distribution, average size approximately 1000 nm) and nano particles (log normal 

distribution, average size about 30 nm) were present in similar quantity. Closer 

observation revealed that the larger particles were generally hollow (Figure 6). It was 

also found that some operating condition produced only micron scale particles. In these 

instances, no hollow particles were observed. It was clear all the particles were solid. 

A novel hypothesis was advanced to explain all the data: In the A-T-P production of 

nanoceramic particles 'shattering' of large, (micron scale) hollow particles creates nano

fragments. The larger hollow 'parent' particles fonn when clusters of precursor material 

in the aerosol are suddenly heated in the plasma zone to extreme temperature. This 

results in the decomposition of the salt complex, or heating of the absorbed sol vent, and 

concomitantly the release of hot volatile gas. This expanding gas pushes a shell of 

material outward, until it finds a means to escape (e.g. a hole). If the gas escapes 

'successfully' a hollow particle fonns. If the gas finds no avenue of escape, the 

expanding 'solid' shell grows until it reaches the level of stress at which it breaks. At this 

point the internal pressure causes the bubble to burst! explode/shatter, and concomitantly 

create nano particles. The application of this model to nanoparticle production in other A

T-P processes (above) is not clear. All the evidence (e.g. the absence of bimodal 



distributions in most cases) appears to be consistent with the notion that multiple 

mechanisms are at work. The dominant mechanism is probably a function of many 

factors, including the vaporization temperature of the precursors. In the case of metals 

such as tin and aluminum with low vaporization temperatures, atomization followed by 

nucleation probably dominates. For high melting temperature species, such as ceramics, 

the shattering mechanism may generally be more important. 

The relatively low surface area (ca. 25 m2/gm) of the ceria-alumina core/shell particle 

led workers to try other compositions capable of acting as 'oxygen buffering' and sinter 

resistant nanoparticles for 3-way catalyst supports52
,58,59. It was found that titania 

core/alumina surface particles could be produced with essentially the same technique use 

to produce ceria core/alumina shell nanoparticles. In contrast to ceria/alumina, these 

particles were found to be unimodal and of quite high surface area. It was also found that 

they were unusually stable at high temperatures (Figure 8). Indeed, they were far more 

stable than particles of identical composition, and initially higher surface area, generated 

with a standard sol-gel process. The characteristic responsible for the better thermal 

stability of the A-T -P generated particles is unclear but one hypothesis is: i) particles are 

formed at the high temperatures found in the torch they are better crystallized than 

(amorphous) particles formed via a sol gel synthesis, and ii) a higher degree of 

crystallization imparts greater thermal stability. 

Another example of 'complex' nanoparticle formation is the creation of core 

metal/shell carbon-graphite particles (Figure 9). Particles of this type can be produced 

using the microwave A-T -P apparatus with solid metal precursor particles, and a variety 

of gas (ethylene), liquid (hexane) or solid (anthracene) precursors as the source of carbon. 
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The core/shell carbon-grahite/metal particles have been used as 'templates' for other 

particles. For example, it has been shown that a third layer of either silica or alumina can 

be deposited on core metal/shell carbon-graphite particles using post plasma processing, 

such as incipient wetness (Figure 10). 

This most recent work suggests that the creation of truly unique, 'designer' , 

nanoparticles will likely require the use of a variety of techniques. This parallels the need 

for multiple steps for the generation of complex circuitry. And it is clear, A-T -P has a 

place as one tool in the technology of complex particle fabrication. 

Multiscale Materials: Supported Metal Catalysts 

In this review, supported metal catalysts are treated as a distinct class of A-T-P 

generated materiaL They are not 'complex nanoparticles', but actually 'multiscale' 

materials. Although one component, the 'active' metal, is generally on the nanoscale, the 

other component, 'inert support' is generally not on the nanoscale. This multiscale 

arrangement achieves low cost by dispersing the active and expensive phase (e.g. 

platinum, palladium, rhodium) in small particles, yet allows low pressure drop with a 

non-nanoscale inexpensive phase (e.g. alumina). This arrangement also prevents, to a 

degree, aging by agglomeration of the active phase by 'locking' the metal to the support. 

A simple atmospheric pressure microwave system was employed for the first A-T-P 

generated supported metal catalyst60
,61. In this process the precursor consisted of metal 

salts and some precursor materials, in relative amounts consistent with that generally 



found for commercial catalysts (ca. 1% by weight metal). The dry powder, a simple 

physical mixture, was sent through an argon plasma, and the product collected on filter 

paper downstrea.m.This early work demonstrated that the A-T-P method can be employed 

to create highly dispersed, active, supported metal catalysts. 

The apparent advantage of the process was the relative simplicity of fabrication: 

assemble components by physical mixing, generate an aerosol, pass through a plasma «1 

second) and collect catalyst. This eliminated many long slow steps associated with 

'incipient wetness' the least expensive and most common process for generating 

supported metal catalysts, including: i) 'wet' impregnation, ii) high temperature calcining 

and iii) reduction. 

Experiments have been performed to detennine if ATP produced catalyst~ that 

are compositionally, and apparently morphologically, identical to catalysts created using 

conventional approaches, have the same properties as conventional catalyst. For 

example, carbon supported Pd and PdAg catalysts were employed as catalysts for 

selectively hydrogenating acetylene in a stream of primarily ethylene. This is a test not 

so much a test of catalyst activity, but is more a test of selectivity. A-T-P generated 

PdAg/Carbon catalysts (Figure 11) showed superior selectivity to the commercial 

PdAg/Alumina catalysts 62. 

Additionally, there are numerous studies of catalyst 'modification' in plasmas. In 

these studies the catalyst, or pre-catalyst, is exposed to a plasma environment at some 

point after metal is already dispersed in some fashion on a ceramic or carbon support. For 

example, one group used a low pressure (~1 torr) hydrogen plasma generated with RF to 

replace the normal post incipient wetness calcinations step to prepare 1 % Pdlalumina 63. 



That is, the metal salts were already dried and dispersed on the support before the 

material was exposed to the plasma. The activity and selectivity of this material for 

hydrogenation of acetylene in the presence of ethylene was found to be somewhat better 

than that observed for catalysts of an identical composition prepared using the standard 

calcination procedure. There is some improvement noted relative to catalytic material 

produced in a similar fashion, but calcined using standard thermal approach. Others also 

report improved catalyst performance after plasma treatment 64,65,66. 

Special Fabrications-

In the Complex Nanoparticles section several examples of truly unique nanoparticles 

production using A-T -P methods were outlined. The A-T-P approach is also a potential 

alternative for the production of some exciting, but difficult to produce materials (some 

nano, some larger) such as single wall carbon nanotubes, graphene, spherical ceramics of 

controlled size, and micron sized metal particles. The technique also has been used to 

create crystalline spherical boron nitride, clearly a unique material. It is expected that the 

list of 'special' materials generated using an A-T-P approach will grow, particularly as 

more scientists become aware of the unique, barely taped, potential of this technology. 

Using a variation on the A-T-P method, single wall carbon nanotubes, present as 

multi-millimeter threads, were generated inside the center of the plasma67
,68. Carbon 

nanotubes were grown from a gaseous stream created by passing carbon monoxide over a 

bed of iron particles. The resulting gas contained CO and iron carbonyl. Apparently, this 

gas decomposed at the high temperature encountered to form iron particles and C atom 

fragments from the disproportionation of CO. The difference between the approach 



employed and the usual A-T-P process was that the product collected inside the torch, not 

on downstream filters, and thus could only be harvested after the plasma was off. 

A material of even greater interest at present is graphene, a stack of ten or fewer 

layers of basal planes of graphite. Graphene promises to be an exciting new material of 

potential value in many applications, making it a material of intense interest69
,7o. 

Using a simple microwave torch, graphene was generated by passing low 

concentration of methanol through an atmospheric pressure, low power (250 W) 

microwave generated argon plasma (Figure 12). The graphene was captured on filter 

paper downstream, and dissolved in solvent. The authors argued that this is the first 

technique to create 'free standing' graphene, and in a form that can be re-dispersed 70a. 

The other techniques: including micromechanical cleavage of graphite69,71,72,73,74,75 the 

chemical reduction of exfoliated graphite oxide 76,77,78 , the vacuum graphitization of 

silicon carbide substrates 70,79, and the growth of graphene on metal substrates80
,81,82 do not 

yield readily dispersable graphene. 

Often, when applied to small particle ceramics, 'spherical' is an approximation. Yet, 

spherical shape can be important. For example, the viscosity of a fluid containing true 

spherical particles is far lower than one containing other shape 83. This can significantly 

impact applications such as injection molding of filled polymers. At sufficiently high 

viscosity, which increases with loading as a function of particle shape, injection molding 

becomes impractical. In this regard, it appears that A-T-P offers the only route to true 

spherical shape84 
,85 for many high melting temperature ceramics such as alumina (Figure 

13). As is passes through the ATP torch, the 'potato' shaped particles melt or soften 

sufficiently to agglomerate and form spheres. 

One of the most popular car colors is silver. This color actually drives from micron 

sized aluminum particles contained in the paint. At present the standard aluminum 



particle size is determined from the mechanics of ball milling. This technology is limited 

and there is no practical process for ball milling aluminum particles to the size that is 

most efficient at creating the silver color, about 1 micron. Thus, the current generation of 

paint contains particles of a non-ideal size, that is particles with an average size greater 

than 10 micron. Again, the A-T-P process appears to have some unique capability 86. 

Controlling the size of particles via techniques that shrink parent feedstock is difficult, 

but growing particles from a smaller size to a larger size is well understood. Using A-T

P workers showed that aluminum particles of specified size, e.g 1 nm, can be generated 
'1 

by agglomeration of nanoaluminum particles (Figure I'/). 

One material that apparently can only be generated in a plasma torch87
,88 is crystalline 

)" 
and spherical boron nitride (Figure I'\). This material has been sought as a potential 

ceramic filler for integrated circuit packages because of its high thennal conductivity, but 

low electrical conductivity. This combination of characteristics is believed to be ideal for 

thennal management of ICs because it will help carry the heat away without creating an 

electrical short circuit. BN nonnally assumes a platelet shape, which is impractical for 

incorporation into a part fabricated by high solid filled injection molding. Spherical BN 

is needed. It is noteworthy that a percolation analysis of spherical heat fillers suggests 

that resistance at point contacts will significantly impede net heat transfer, thus negating 

the positive characteristics of BN as a filler 89. The science of spherical BN fonnation is 

unusual and suggestive of a possible general use of A-T-P. As with any material, 

spherical structures of BN fonn during melting. Generally, BN does not melt, but rather 

sublimates at sufficient temperature. However, in a plasma containing a significant 
6 

pressure of N atoms, the decomposition temperature is increased (Fig. 1,8). Thus, the 

melting temperature (not precisely known) can be reached before the BN decomposes. 



This leads to the formation of spherical particles in a high temperature, high N atom, 

plasma, such as can be produced with a microwave system from N2 gas. 

Some truly remarkable phase and unique separations have been observed. For example 

ceria-alumina particles in which the surface is clearly divided into ceria rich and alumina 
; 

rich areas 58 were produced (Fig 1~). There may be some eventually chemical 

applications, possibly in catalysis, for particles with such unique and localized 

segregation. One final aspect of A-T-P treated materials is the apparent ability of the 

technique to purify materials. There is clear evidence that ceramics that are treated with 

the A-T-P method are of a higher purity than the input materials90
• 

CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING 

Full advantage of the A-T-P process requires a reasonably sophisticated understanding 

of the nature of the plasmas employed. Indeed, the plasmas employed are not merely 

'high temperature flames', but rather remarkably complex structures in which even the 

term 'temperature' cannot be used with impunity. Moreover, from the perspective of 

material science it is exciting that extremely high 'temperature' can be achieved in both 

oxidizing and reducing environments, the population of radicals can be 'controlled' (e.g. 

high concentrations of N, C, 0 and H atoms), and environments change rapidly with 

position allowing for a choice of 'injection' points. Exploitation of these and other 

aspects of atmospheric pressure plasma torches have hardly been fully explored for novel 

material synthesis. 

There are few characterization studies, but they show some remarkably interesting 

phenomenon. For example, it has been shown that the afterglow of atmospheric pressure 



plasmas containing particles have vastly different characteristics than identical plasmas 

containing no aerosol particles 91. In particular, both the charged and neutral temperature 

are more than twice as high in the presence of low concentrations of alumina particles 
g

«1% by volume) than they are in the absence of particles with aerosol (Fig. It). Even 

'\ 
the shape of the temperature profiles are different (Fig IJ8::j. Several groups have shown 

that in the absence of aerosol particles, the highest temperature in the afterglow is 

'isolated' above the power source92,93,94. In the presence ofpartic1es the isotherms appear 

to look as intuitively anticipated: highest at the center and decaying with distance from 

the power source. Many questions are raised by this result: Is this only true in microwave 

systems? Is this a function of the nature of the particles? Do the particles fundamentally 

change the flow pattern? 

One fundamental experimental result that has been observed repeatedly is that the local 

thermodynamic equilibrium model (L TE) does not apply even to the afterglows of 

atmospheric pressure systems. It is quite clear both in A-T-P and in high pressure 'bell 

jar' plasmas 95,96 that charged species temperatures are many times higher than the neutral 

species temperatures. 

In early models/simulations of A-T-P plasmas3437,38,97,98, a single temperature was 

sufficient to describe all species, as per the textbook, L TE-like approach3. This approach 

cannot produce models consistent with data, at least for microwave generated plasmas, 

hence novel models were developed. To model the afterglow of a microwave generated 

plasma a 'two system' approach was devised99,100, 101,102. Separate transport equations 



were solved for two 'sub-systems': 'neutral' and 'charged'. This implies that two 

systems occupy the same space at the same time. Mathematically, the two transport 

equations 'couple' only in the 'generation' terms. For example, the charged species 

equations require a local input of the neutral species concentrations, and temperature, in 

order to determine the rate of generation of new charged species, and concomitantly new 

neutral species (e.g. radicals). This new approach yielded remarkable insight. For 

example, it was found that charged species transport is dominated by diffusion and in the 

same plasma neutral transport is dominated by convection. The agreement with data was 

excellent in all cases tested. 

A new modeling approach was also applied to the high field ('coupler') zone of 

microwave generated plasmas103. For example, in one case a zero dimensional model 

was employed that required a multi-step approach. In the first step the Boltzmann 

equation is solved for the electron energy distribution function (EEDF). This is next used 

to calculate rate constants for electron-neutral collisions. These values are then used to 

solve a zero dimensional system of chemical reactions. Once this set is solved, the 

results can be put in an energy balance, the output of which is the neutral (gas) species 

temperature. A power balance is then employed to test for self-consistency. If the 

system is not self consistent, the input parameters to the EEDF are modified, and the 

computational process repeated. More recently, variations on this approach have been 

employed for other plasma systems95
,96. 

SUMMARY 



The first efforts at creating unique materials using A-T -P methods, generally using 

high power RF plasmas, were recorded more than thirty years ago. Although those 

efforts were successful, mostly in producing nano-ceramic particles from gaseous 

precursors, they were not sustained. Over the last decade more persistent efforts, often 

using low power microwave plasma sources, and a wide range of precursor materials, 

have demonstrated the diversity of nano-scale and particulate materials that can be 

generated using the A-T -P approach. Among the more interesting, and arguably unique, 

materials generated are multi-layer (complex) nanoparticles, sinter resistant ceramics, 

spherical crystalline BN, carbon-graphite coated metal particles, single wall carbon 

nanotubes in vast quantity, free standing graphene, and supported metal catalysts with 

unique catalytic properties. The 'scalability' to commercial viability has yet to be 

demonstrated, although development efforts in industry are nearing maturity. 

A surprising outcome of the work is the discovery of the vast influence of particles, 

even in very low volume, on every characteristic of the afterglow portion of the plasma 

including electron temperature, electron density, temperature profiles and even neutral 

temperatures. These findings have led to the development of some novel modeling 

approaches, including presuming the plasma is composed of weakly coupled sub

systems, one charged, and one neutral. Two transport equations must be solved, and each 

produces a separate temperature profile in agreement with data. 
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Figure 1: Typical High Power RF System. Ceramic particles were generated from gases 

passed though the RF coupler region, and captured downstream with a filter31 
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Figure 2- Hybrid Plasma Torch. Precursors passed fIrst through a DC discharge, and 
then an RF system. Early A-T-P systems were always high power RF (>10 kW) and 
frequently complex34 
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Figure 3- Production of Nanoparticles . Nanoparticles geanerated from molecular 
precursors passed through a low pressure microwave plasma compared well, in terms of 
size with those produced using a host of other methods36. 
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Figure 4: Particle Size Distributions. Particle size distributions of nano-metal 
particles are often not well described by any theory of particle growth40 



Figure 5- Aluminum Nanoparticles Formed with A-T-P. On the left are spherical 
aluminum nanoparticles, and on the right aluminum nanoparticles with tails40 
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Figure 6: Ce-Al Ceramic Oxide Particles Produced with A-T-P. TOP: A bimodal 
distribution of particles formed. MIDDLE: The larger particles (ca. 10 micron diameter) 
were mostly hollow. BOTTOM: The nanoparticles (ca. 10 nm diameter) had a shell of 
alumina and a core of ceria 53. 
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Figure 7 Microwave Torch Schematic. Note that the particles are injected as an 
aerosol with one gas stream to the center of the waveguide through an alumina tube, and 
a second gas stream (Plasma Gas) is injected from below and around the outside of the 
alumina tube. The quartz reactor is about 18 mm 00 58. 
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Figure 8- Titania/alumina Particles. These highly crystallized particles (inset) proved to 

have remarkable thermal stability, loosing little surface area even after sintering at 1000 

C in oxygen for five hours52 
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Figure 9-Carbon-Graphite Coated Metal. The A-T-P process for creating core 
metal/shell carbon-graphite works for a variety of metals and carbon precursors. TOP- Sn 
core particles generated from micron tin particles and hexane vapor. BOTTOM- Al core 
particles generated from micron aluminum particles and anthracene powder. Using 
methanol or ethylene as the carbon source produced similar, albeit with less graphitized 
shells, particles. 



Figure 10- Tri-Layer Particle. Metallic tin (Sn) core/carbon-graphite (G) nano 
particles were generated with the A-T-P method, and a third layer (Si02) deposited in a 
post-plasma treatment. 



Figure 11- PdlC Catalysts by TEM. Pd/C catalysts produced with 600 W of power using 
the A-T-P method had an average particle size, from micrographs, of 2.5 run, and a 
dispersion (selective chemisorption) of -60%. This is exceptionally high dispersion for 
carbon supported catalysts 62. 
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Figure 12. Synthesis of graphene sheets. (a) Schematic of the atmospheric-pressure 

microwave plasma reactor used to synthesize grapheme; (b) Photograph of graphene 

sheets dispersed in methanol. (c) A typical TEM image of graphene sheets freely 

suspended on a lacey carbon TEM grid. Homogeneous and featureless regions (indicated 

by arrows) indicate regions of monolayer graphene. Scale bar represents 1 00 run 70a. 
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Figure 1~- Micron Aluminum. Micron sized aluminum particles were generated from 

nanoaluminum particles86 



( 
Figure 1~- BN Spherodization: LEFT: In an argon only plasma BN morphology is 

unchanged from the platelet structure of the precursor. RIGHT: In a pure N2 plasma 

spherical BN forms 88. 
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, 
Figure 1/ - BN Decomposition Temperature as a Function of N atom Pressure. At 
sufficiently high N atom pressure BN will melt rather than decompose88

. 



(e) 

(b) 

FIG. S. Particle m..,dc from 75 Ccf25 AI cvapomwd unt il dl)' precllSor. 
n th e order of 10% o f particles of th L~ col1lposlllon show this type 

surfOlcc segregrtUon. (3) Secondnry electron leroge from IJIt' scanning 
led ro n microscope. (b) Ba ckscttle r Inl.lge In w hich the Ughl zones 

art' ceria ri c-h. TIle Cf'I' I u m r ich zones rorrl'spolld not 51mply t o t he Ilghl 
or dark areas on the bat.k.sGltlcl [JUnge. but ~ pl'c lfk:ally to till! darker 
a re;JS (out li ned) In the dmk JXI11 of Ule second a ry electron Image. The 
partlde Is dearly hol low . 

..., 
Figure If Unique Structures. Hollow ceramic Ce-AI oxide particles with surface 

segregation fonned from ceria and alumina salts 58. 
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Figul't' ~ . Electron tempernturt- measmed ruong the centre x-:u~s 
with and WiU10l1t ru uman3 partk:le-) as :l fUJlction of applied 

micn7\vave pov.!'e r. x and : in mm. Experimental condition: plas ma 
gas- J.171 min-I ~ ae rosol ga.s--O.36 1 min-I . probe 
(H:!)- O.0005 1 Hlin- J 

• Note that with aerosol partjdes present th 
lectron temperature .is always sign ificantly higher. 

~ 

Fig. If.: Charged Species Temperature Profile. The temperatures are far higher in the 

presence of aerosol particles than they are in the absence of particles 91. 
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FIGURE 1~ Charged Species Temperature Profile in Afterglow, Maps of the charged 
species temperature profiles, as a function of position in the afterglow, are shown. LEFT
In the absence of particles the highest temperature is found far above the top of the 
coupler. RIGHT- In the presence of a small volume «1 %) of micron alumina particles 
the maximum temperature is 3X larger than in the absence of particles, and the highest 
temperature, consistent with intuition, is directly above the coupler 91. 
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